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 Akon To Discuss Energy Access at Powering Africa Summit 2016
Akon Lighting Africa at PAS 2016

Austin, 18.01.2016, 14:17 Time

USPA NEWS - Akon to discuss Energy Access at the EnergyNet second annual Powering Africa: Summit at the Marriott Marquis,
Washington, D.C. from 27-29th January 2016 .The Summit will focus on the private sector both in USA and Africa.

Understanding what level of energy access is required for people in the varying economies and regions of Africa is part of the
challenge for investors, as it will inevitably determine whether a project is bankable or not.

With such a diverse mix of investors and investor expectations presently seeking opportunities on the continent, two things are
becoming increasingly apparent;

1. No matter the scale of the project it is more likely to be sustainable if it is run as a commercial business, as supposed to a charitable
gift; 2. Innovative off grid energy access initiatives could well prove to be the answer to Africa´s energy access problems.

One of the most innovative of these initiatives is “˜Akon Lighting Africa´ launched by Solektra International.

Headed by possibly the most creative and unexpected of energy entrepreneurs, Senegalese musician Akon, and his partners Samba
Bathily and Thione Niang, Akon Lighting Africa has done the unexpected ““ made “˜beyond the grid investment´ sexy; how this has
happened?

Having researched Akon Lighting Africa and spoken to nearly 50 highly experienced investors, I´ve reached the following conclusions:

1. Most importantly - community engagement has played a pivotal role in the success and roll out of the business.

2. Delivering energy to a large number of citizens is paramount ““ volume will drive the business case (like an online business model
where volume of traffic eventually delivers financial success). This is the reason why Akon Lighting Africa has focused on rural areas
““ where most of the African population is based. 

3. “˜Akon Lighting Africa´ has placed access to [basic energy] such as solar lanterns to increase education at its heart - education
builds inspiration and inspiration build economies and increases consumer spending power.

4. Lastly, but hugely important also - the initiative is an exceptionally well-run business with clear and simple objectives and a very
innovative prefinancing model.

With all the above considered, it´s clear this initiative could provide a blueprint for others and the Solektra International cofounders,
Akon, Samba Bathily and Thione Niang, will further introduce their successful initiative Akon Lighting Africa at this month´s “˜Powering
Africa Summit 2016 in Washington DC.
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